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Abstract. The increasing availability of knowledge bases (KBs) on the
web has opened up the possibility for improved inference in automated
query answering (QyA) systems. We have developed a rich inference
framework (RIF) that responds to queries where no suitable answer is
readily contained in any available data source.
Most question answering and information retrieval systems assume that
answers to queries are stored in some form in the KB, thereby limiting the
range of answers they can find. We take an approach motivated by rich
forms of inference using techniques, such as regression, for prediction.
For instance, RIF can answer “what country in Europe will have the
largest population in 2021?” by decomposing Europe geo-spatially, using
regression on country population for past years and selecting the country
with the largest predicted value. Our technique, which we refer to as
Rich Inference, combines heuristics, logic and statistical methods to infer
novel answers to queries. It also determines what facts are needed for
inference, searches for them, and then integrates the diverse facts and
their formalisms into the local query-specific inference tree. RIF does
not take natural language text as inputs. In this paper, we explain the
internal representation of RIF, the grammar and inference methods for
expressing queries and the algorithm for inference. We also show how RIF
estimates confidence of its answers, given the various forms of uncertainty
faced by the framework.
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1 Introduction

Inference enables an agent to create new knowledge from old. Our aim is to
apply automatic inference to the semantic web, allowing users to extract new
knowledge via queries, and dramatically increase the usefulness of semantic web
data sources. RIF does not take natural language text as inputs. We use the
acronym QyA for query answering, to distinguish it from question answering
(QA) systems, which tend to focus on natural language processing (NLP) rather
than inference of new facts. We focus on queries that require making predictions
based on known facts about the past. We evaluate RIF in the domain of open gov-
ernance, particularly, demography, education and agriculture. We use data from
sources such as Wikidata [2], World Bank Data (WBD)(http://data.worldbank.org)
and Geonames (http://www.geonames.org).
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Our claim is that the quality and range of answers generated by a query an-
swering system is significantly improved when we automatically curate data and
use rich forms of inference to infer novel knowledge from Semantic Web data and
other semi-structured data from the web. We use the term “rich” to emphasize
the fact that the RIF relies on inference methods that go beyond first-order logic.
We incorporate higher-order inference, where reasoning about functions expands
the range of answers that can be sought. For instance, we can use regression to
first construct functions then apply them to make predications. Answers to most
queries in Table 2 can only be inferred by such prediction. Our view on QyA com-
plements NLP-driven approaches by inferring non-trivial answers from readily
available facts in KBs by applying such rich forms of inference.

Information retrieval has been explored in different ways using techniques
that include NLP and formal logic. Data sources from which answers are sought
also range from logically represented facts, to natural language text on the In-
ternet. The Semantic Web (SW) [4] offers practical approaches to representing
shared knowledge across multiple domains on the Internet. Public agencies are
responding to the initiative for open data by publishing their data using SW
technologies. However, most query answering systems are still unable to effec-
tively use these KBs to find answers that require inference beyond the retrieval
of facts.

Systems such as AskMSR [7], START [8], Wolfram|Alpha(wolframalpha.com),
PowerAqua [10], ANGIE [11], and OQA[12] are limited when the required facts
are not stored in the KB. GORT [13], although it uses inference, is also heavily
dependent on human input of missing facts and does not handle inference over
functions. The systems surveyed in the QA tasks of the QALD (Question An-
swering over Linked Data) [14] challenge do not decompose queries beyond the
NLP parse trees. For instance, in [15], the approach taken to answer questions
with statistical linked data uses the NLP parse tree to generate the required
SPARQL queries. Inference is, therefore, limited to the NLP parse since the
process bottoms out at the SPARQL queries that are generated from it. Recent
NLP techniques, such as dependency-based compositional semantics (DCS) [16],
use statistical techniques that involve semantic parsing of questions to logical
forms and evaluation of the logical forms with respect to a database of facts.

We use techniques from SW, logic and statistical inference to build the RIF.

2 The Rich Inference Framework

RIF uses a graph-based algorithm that recursively decomposes queries into sub-
queries, eventually grounding out in either stored facts or previously cached
answers. The decomposition at each level, as well as the means for combining
sub-queries, is determined by features of the query or the sub-query’s parent.

Facts retrieved from the external KBs used by the framework are primarily
based on RDF [6] and are queried using the SPARQL query language or spe-
cific web APIs provided by the sources. This information needs to be curated
to enrich it for the inference that is to follow. We augment the subject(subj),
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predicate(pred), object(obj) triple found in RDF KBs with frames that contain
additional elements such as time, uncertainty, units of quantities, and other fea-
tures as required. A frame is a list of key:value pair elements with keys that in-
clude (but are not limited to) subj, pred, obj, time and confidence. For example,
the frame [method:VALUE, subj:uk, pred:population, obj:63182000, time:2011,
confidence:0.35] represents the population of the UK in 2011 and the confidence
RIF has in this fact.

2.1 Definitions

Definition 1. RIF Node: A RIF node is a frame with elements whose values
contain variables or ground terms.

Variables indicate the elements of the frame to be looked up or inferred. Variables
are prefixed with the $ or ? symbols. All variables in a RIF node are bound.
Variables whose values are returned from a node are prefixed with the ? symbol.
For instance, [method:MAX, subj:uk, pred:population, obj:?y, time:2020] shows
that the object, y, is unknown and must be inferred and returned. An answer is
found when all variables are instantiated to ground terms.

Definition 2. RIF Tree: A tree of RIF nodes where each child node is derived
from a decomposition of its parent node.

RIF performs inference on a tree in two directions: (1) top-down: decomposing
nodes using inference strategies, (2) bottom-up: using inference methods to prop-
agate values from the leaf nodes back up the RIF tree to the root. Decomposition
strategies label the arcs. Inference methods label the nodes.

Definition 3. Inference Method: A higher-order function that aggregates val-
ues from a set of RIF nodes.

For instance, for a given node nparent, its child nodes nichild and inference method,
ΣI , nparent.obj = ΣI{nichild.obj}, where x.obj is the object element of the RIF
node, x.
We use the notation frame.key to extract the value of the specified element
from the frame of a given RIF node.

In RIF, methods applied to RIF also return RIF nodes. An inference method,
first extracts relevant values from its child RIF nodes to use as inputs and then
applies the function associated with the method. The inference method then
substitutes the inferred value into the respective RIF node elements and returns
the complete RIF node. Methods used in RIF are listed in Table 1.

Definition 4. Query: A query is a composition of inference methods and con-
tains both functional and propositional logics for describing entities and relations.

Functional is used at meta-level for inference methods and propositional for the
object logic. We use a context-free grammar in Extended Backus-Naur Form
(BNF) that, together with the type signatures of inference methods, defines
well-formed queries. RIF queries take the form:
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Table 1. Inference Methods (Functions)

Method Description

VALUE Default method. Returns value of node

SUM Add values of nodes of numeric type

AVG Mean value of child nodes

MEDIAN Median value of child nodes

MAX Maximum value of child nodes

MIN Minimum value of child nodes

COMP Obtain a set by list comprehension

GT ‘Greater Than’ function to compare two nodes

LT ‘Less Than’ function to compare two nodes

EQ Check if the value of two nodes are equal

REGRESS Regression function from child nodes.

LOOKUP Find facts from knolwedge bases.

func_expr :: METHOD_NAME((var|<var,var>),

(logic_expr|func_expr)[,(logic_expr|func_expr)])

where var are variables, func expr are functional expressions and logic expr
represents propositional expressions. Examples of are shown in Table 2. The
convention is that methods are all caps and propositional constants can begin
with either a lower or upper case.

Predicates are not pre-defined prior to their use in RIF. The framework
finds matching predicates in the KBs from which the corresponding subjects (or
objects) are retrieved. The matching process uses string functions to split words
in a predicate, language resources such as WordNet [17] to find synonyms, and
edit distance measures to find matches to predicates in a KB.

Definition 5. Inference Strategy: An inference strategy (decomposition) is a
transformation on a RIF node from which child nodes are derived.

For a given RIF node, nparent and strategy, S, the decomposition, ∆, is the
mapping: ∆S(nparent) 7→ {nichild|i > 0}
Strategies used in RIF include: the temporal strategy, to decompose nodes by
date/time features; geospatial strategy, to decompose nodes by location; and
the lookup strategy, to create child nodes with synonyms of the elements of the
parent, to increases the chances of finding facts in KB.

Definition 6. Answer: A node that specifies the 〈M,S, P,O, T, C〉 of the query
with variables substituted by ground terms from the KB or the inference process.

2.2 Overview of framework

RIF is based on a recursive graph search algorithm that explores various strate-
gies and executes the necessary inference methods to infer a novel answer from
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Table 2. Types of queries and examples

Query Type 1: Facts Retrieval

Q1.1.What was the urban population of UK in 2010?

VALUE(?y,urban population(Uk,?y,2010))

Q1.2.What was the unemployment rate of Germany in 2002?

VALUE(?y,unemployment rate(Germany,?y,2002))

Query Type 2: Aggregation

Q2.1.What was the average rural population of countries in Europe in 2012?

AVG(?y,COMP(〈$x,?y〉 ,rural population($x,?y,2012):Country($x) & location($x,Europe)))

Q2.2.Which country had the lowest female unemployment in South America in 2011?
MIN($y,COMP(〈?x,$y〉,female unemployment(?x,$y,2011):Country(?x) &
location(?x,South America)))

Query Type 3: Nested Queries

Q3.1.What was the GDP of the country with the largest agricultural land in Africa
in 2006?
VALUE(?y,gdp(MAX($b,COMP(〈?a,$b〉,agricultural land(?a,$b,2006):Country(?a) &
location(?a,Africa))),?y, 2006))

Q3.2.Was the rural population of the country with the largest arable land in Africa
greater than the urban population of the country with the smallest arable land in
Africa in 2003?

GT(?b,VALUE(?b,rural population(MAX($d,COMP(〈?c,$d〉,arable land(?c,$d,2003):
Country(?c) & location(?c,Africa))),?b,2003)),
VALUE(?b,urban population(MIN($h,COMP(〈?g,$h〉,arable land(?g,$h,2003):Country(?g) &
location(?g,Africa))),?b,2003)))

Query Type 4: Extrapolation/Interpolation

Q4.1.Which country will have the lowest urban population in South America in 2019?

MIN($y,COMP(〈?x,$y〉,urban population(?x,$y,2019):Country(?x) &
location(?x,South America)))

Q4.2.What was the GDP in 2010 of the country predicted to have the largest total
population in Europe in 2018?

VALUE(?y,gdp(MAX($b,COMP(〈?a,$b〉,population(?a,$b,2018):Country(?a) &
location(?a,Europe))),?y,2010)))

the available facts. Fig. 1 illustrates RIF with different inference strategies that
recursively define new nodes and inference methods that infer answers that are
propagated up the RIF tree.

Inference methods are applied depending on how the RIF nodes are decom-
posed to create new nodes from which facts can be looked up from the KBs.
Inference strategies can be question-driven, where features in the question lead
to strategy choices, or fact-driven, where features of facts in the KB determine
the strategy. Our current strategies for inference include (i) temporal, (ii) geo-
spatial and (iii) lookup. When a question demands the value of a property of
an entity at a chosen time, RIF can infer this value when it is not pre-stored
in the KB by applying a temporal strategy to find pre-stored facts about this
property at other times. If the values of these facts are numeric, the ΣREGRESS

uses regression to infer the unknown value. Similarly, if there is the need to find
the value of a property of a location or place entity, RIF can use the geo-spatial
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Which country will have the largest population in Africa in 2021? 

 MAX($y,COMP(<?x,$y>,population(?x,$y,2021): 
                    Country(?x)& location(?x,Africa))) 

 

MAX      𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦(𝑥) & 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑥, 𝐴𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎)       ρ        y  2021 0.7 

 MAX {Algeria, … ,Zimbabwe}  ρ        y  2021 0.6 

VALUE Algeria  ρ         y  2021 0.6 VALUE Zimbabwe   ρ       y  2021 0.8 

REGRESS Algeria  ρ       y  2021  0.6 

VALUE Algeria   ρ        y  1901  0.4 VALUE Algeria  ρ         y   2011 0.5  … 

 … 

 …
 

 …
 

 …
 

Decomposition Inference/aggregation ρ  = population 

  

  

  

Failed Search 

LOOKUP  𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦(𝑥) & 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑥, 𝐴𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎)  ρ        y  2021 0.9 

  

 LOOKUP {Algeria, … ,Zimbabwe} ρ      y  2021 0.9 

LOOKUP Algeria  ρ     y  2021 0.9 

LOOKUP  Algeria   ρ     y  2021  0.9 

LOOKUP Algeria  ρ     y  1901  0.4 

Fig. 1. RIF Example: Initial decompositions (showing AND-OR search tree). The
frame of each node is represented compactly as [method,subj,pred,obj,time,confidence].

strategy to find the target value from the sub-entities that partition it. ΣSUM

can then infer the value of the target entity by summing up the values of its sub-
entities. It can also apply the lookup strategy to generate nodes using synonyms
of the subject, object and predicate elements of the search node.

RIF uses a recursive algorithm to generate the inference graph and explore
nodes within it. It starts with the root node as a goal and searches for facts in
the KB that match variables in the node. In our current implementation, we only
perform syntactic matching between predicates in the query and the predicates
in the KBs when searching for facts. For the World Bank data, we try to match
predicates in the query to over 15,000 country properties (indicators1). If no fact
is found, RIF selects the appropriate strategies to create child nodes. For each
child node that is solved, the answer is propagated back to the parent which in
turn infers a new fact. This process continues until an answer is propagated to
the root goal. If the inference tree depth bound is reached and no relevant facts
are found in the KB at the leaves, the framework yields no answer. In addition,
to prevent the system from perpetually decomposing nodes, we currently set a
depth limit on the graph. It is, however, possible to combine this with other
heuristics such as ‘the number of unsuccessful decompositions since the last
retrieved fact’ to determine when the system should give up on a particular
path. Fig. 1 shows an example in an AND-OR graph where the OR branches
show strategies options and the AND branches show node decompositions.

1 http://data.worldbank.org/indicator
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Algorithm 1 RIF Algorithm
1: procedure RifInit(query, KB)
2: rootNode← ParseQuery(query)
3: answerNode← RifExec(rootNode, KB)
4: return answerNode
5:
6: procedure RifExec(node, KBs)
7: facts← {}
8: facts← LookupCache(node)
9: if facts is empty then
10: facts← LookupKb(node, KBs)
11: LocalCache← UpdateCache(facts, KBs)

12: if facts is empty and depth bound not exceeded then
13: strategy← GetStrategy(node)
14: childNodes← Decompose(node, strategy)
15: for each child in childNodes do
16: RifExec(child, KBs)

17: else
18: combinedfacts← Combine(facts, node)
19: Propagate(combinedfacts)

3 Implementation

3.1 RIF Algorithm

The two main components of the RIF algorithm (algorithm 1) are the RifInit
and the RifExec procedures. RifInit analyses the query and creates the root
node in the RIF tree. It takes a query and URIs (Uniform Resource Identifiers) to
the KBs. ParseQuery identifies the inference method(s) specified in the query
and their arguments. It also identifies the predicates which should be retrieved
from the KBs. It returns a RIF node, with the method element of the node
set to the outermost inference method in the query composition, and calls the
recursive procedure, RifExec.

RifExec takes as inputs a RIF node and URIs to the KB . RifExec at-
tempts to search for facts that matches the query node using LookupKb. This
requires the use of external resources such as WordNet and ConceptNet [19] to
find synonyms of the predicates, subjects or objects in the query. It first checks
the local cache for matches to the node. Matches found in the cache could be
RIF nodes, or could be the saved coefficients of a linear function. In the latter
case, the actual value being searched for is obtained by evaluating the function
with the appropriate independent variable. We explain caching in the next sec-
tion. If no match is found in the local cache or the KBs and the depth bound
of the tree is not exceeded, then a strategy is selected by GetStrategy using
features of the node. GetStrategy identifies the (strategy) for decomposing
the node. Strategies also specify the corresponding inference method (mtd) for
aggregating facts. The current RIF node is then decomposed by Decompose
using the strategy and inference method selected. Each child node created inher-
its relevant features from the current node. RifExec is then recursively called
for each child node. When facts are found, they are combined using the inference
method associated with the node. The inferred fact is propagated up the tree.
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For each node in the tree, once its parent has adequate data found for its chil-
dren, the inference method of the parent node is applied to the child nodes to
infer a new value. This is repeated until propagation reaches the root node, at
which point an answer is found. If a node finds no matching facts and it cannot
be decomposed further or the depth bound is reached, a “null” value is assigned
to it and propagated to its parent node.

For nested queries (such as Q3.2 in Table 2) where inference methods are
nested within each other, the parent node spawns child nodes to solve the sub
queries. When the parent receives values from its child nodes, it spawns new
nodes to solve the outer query. This process is also done recursively, allowing
several levels of nested queries

3.2 Knowledge Resources and Memoization

Due to the time overheads in calling web services, we store a local copy of KBs
such as WordNet, ConceptNet and Geonames, which are used frequently by
RIF and are rarely changed by their authors. However, data resources such as
Wikidata, Google Knowledge Graph [18], World Bank Data and the Scottish
Government Data, that are frequently updated, are queried directly using the
REST APIs provided by their publishers. Since these resources return data in
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format, we built wrappers in our system for
each of these sources. The wrappers implement the same Java interface, which
means we can easily add knowledge resources without modifying the core of RIF.

However, querying these web knowledge bases significantly increases the time
to infer an answer to a question. To deal with this, we memoize as much infor-
mation as we can to speed up subsequent requests. We perform two kinds of
caching: fact caching and function caching. Fact caching saves all facts retrieved
from successful searches. Function caching saves the inference function used to
calculate a value. For instance, when the regression function is used, we cache
the subject and predicate which generated it, as well as the coefficients of the
regression function. If a subsequent query requests data for the same subject and
predicate but for a different time, we can reuse this cached function to estimate
the value if no explicit facts are found in the cache.

4 Uncertainty in RIF

Our approach to inferring answers to queries encounters two main forms of un-
certainty: (1) credibility of knowledge sources and noise in the data, and (2)
uncertainty and errors introduced by the inference (statistical) methods. We
initially focus on the first form of uncertainty and limit it to real-valued facts.
We tackle the latter form in future work. We express confidence in RIF as an
increasing function of uncertainty, estimated by the CoV. We use the confidence
values computed in this section to qualify the accuracy of the answer inferred
by RIF.
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4.1 Estimating Answer Confidence

The user of the system interprets the answer confidence as an error bar on the
answer. It shows by how much the inferred answer could vary from its true value.

We estimate the confidence of the answer by combining and propagating
the confidence values of child nodes to their parent recursively in closed form.
We use a normal approximation throughout the estimation and propagation of
confidence. This provides reasonable approximations for the various inference
methods listed in Table 1. The combination of confidence scores is done as part
of the application of inference methods to the child nodes. For instance, if an
inference method sums the child nodes, the resultant variance is the sum of the
variances of the child nodes. We obtain node variances by (CoV × µ)2.

4.2 Knowledge source and data confidence

Knowledge bases abound on the Internet. KBs from official public institutions
such are relatively more credible than crowd-sourced ones. Although some the
facts are accurate, there some errors, inconsistencies and noise to varying extents.
When using such web sources of knowledge, it is important to consider the
uncertainty that they introduce into the inference process. We make two key
assumptions to deal with this kind of uncertainty.

Firstly, we assume that each retrieved real-valued fact is an observation of
the true value with additive Gaussian noise, where the noise variance depends
on the assumed credibility of the source. This assumption allows us to uniformly
update the confidence values of RIF nodes as we combine the variance for child
nodes to determine variances for parent nodes.

Secondly, we assume that knowledge source credibility can be estimated from
properties of the KB, and that this is an indicator of the variance of its facts from
their true values. We use the KB’s publishing organisation to estimate the prior
variance to assign to facts from the KB. That is, sources such as Wikidata is
assigned a higher source variance than the Scottish Government Statistics [21] or
the World Bank . However, we update the source’s prior variance for subsequent
observations by using update rules explained in section 4.3.

4.3 Bayesian approach to uncertainty

We assume that all observations from KBs are noisy and have improper priors
with infinite variance. For a given knowledge source, S, each positive real-valued
fact for the predicate, p(s), is normally distributed with a mean θs,p and variance
σ2
s,p. We also assume that the variance of each observed fact is influenced by a

prior distribution on the knowledge source variance, σ2
s . We illustrate these in

Fig. 2. To simplify the computations of the posterior distributions, we choose
conjugate priors that allow for the sequential update of the prior means and
variances of the observed facts as well as the knowledge source variance.

For a new predicate ps,i from source S, which is observed for the first time in
RIF and so has no prior predicate mean and variance, its prior variance is set to
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Fig. 2. KB and fact confidence

the prior variance of its source KB.. The prior mean is set to the observed value.
Also, whenever the prior predicate mean changes, the prior source variance is
updated using the variances of all the predicate means from the facts observed so
far. So even if the initial credibility were badly wrong, the framework eventually
learns a more accurate one.

The CoV is obtained by σp/µp, where σp is the estimated standard deviation
from the posterior variance and µp is the posterior mean. Although it currently
applies to positive real-valued facts we can extend it to other data types such
as booleans, discrete, and negative values, by using the prior variance of the
knowledge source and the number of distinct values retrieved from the KBs.

5 Evaluation

We tested our hypothesis that RIF improves the range and quality of answers
generated by a QyA system, by evaluating RIF with a variety of queries and
comparing results to Google Search (GS) and Wolfram|Alpha (WA) outputs.
Concretely, we focused on queries that are of interest to public institutions that
publish data on the web under the open data initiatives. We based the test
queries on real-valued facts available in Wikidata and the World Bank dataset
(WBD). We compared results from RIF to GS and WA because the latter sys-
tems already have access to the Wikidata and the WBD. GS has a copy of the
WBD in its Public Data Directory (www.google.co.uk/publicdata). WA also has
a computational engine that implements most functions used in RIF methods.

Existing test sets for evaluating query answering systems focus on aspects of
the inference process that differ from our objective with RIF. We were interested
in queries that, not only find relevant facts, but also infer non-trivial answers by
combining them. We therefore looked at the kinds of questions that are usually
asked about demographics and other country development indicators from open
data sources such as the World Bank and created a list of test queries to evaluate
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Table 3. Evaluation results
by queries types, showing
the percentage of queries
answered successfully.
Queries GS(%) WA(%) RIF(%)

Type 1 70 80 90

Type 2 20 70 80

Type 3 - 50 80

Type 4 10 20 70

Total 25 55 80

Fig. 3. CoV and estimation error plot.

RIF. Of particular interest were numerical facts. Our evaluation consisted of
forty queries covering four main query types: (1) retrieval of explicit facts, (2)
aggregation of facts, (3) nested queries (“sub-queries”), and (4) inference for
prediction when answers are not pre-stored in KB. Examples of queries for each
query type in shown in Table 2. In test (4), for queries whose answers were
known to exist explicitly in our KB, we used cross-validation, where we removed
the specific fact which answered the question from the KB, and then checked
if the system was capable of inferring the correct answer given the remaining
facts in the KB. WA query format followed guidelines and examples provided
on its website (www.wolframalpha.com/examples/). Since GS has no a specific
query format, we tried different formats for each test query and ensured that all
relevant keywords were present in the queries. For GS, we considered the top
10 search results returned, while in WA, we looked at the answer it computed.
Results for the four query types are shown in Table 3. We also used cross-
validation to evaluate the confidence scores estimated by RIF. We compared the
absolute difference between the inferred value and the true ‘held-out’ fact to the
confidence score (CoV). Results are shown in Fig.5. We implemented RIF in Java.
We also set up a local RDF triplestore using Apache Jena [20] to host frequently
used KBs such as Geonames and ConceptNet. A MongoDB (www.mongodb.org)
instance cached retrieved facts and inferred data and functions.

5.1 Results and Discussion

Overall, RIF performed better than GS and WA in the four query types tested.
RIF’s use of geospatial, temporal and commonsense facts as well as higher order
functions allowed it to tackle a wide range of queries successfully. RIF’s main
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limitation was its word matching mechanism, where it failed to find the appropri-
ate matches from KBs in some cases. This was due to its lack of NLP to handle
the useful NL descriptions contained in facts. Hence, RIF sometimes mixed up
data of different units when the same fact was provided in multiple units.

Although GS had access to the KBs containing the required facts, it resorted
to searching web documents for answers in most cases. This worked for some
queries in type 1 queries, but could not tackle the majority of the other types of
queries. In a few of the commonly used demographic fact such as population, gdp
and birth rate, GS used the WBD facts to plot charts to show trends. However,
GS did not infer answers to prediction queries even when the required facts could
not be found in web documents. We could not test nested queries in GS since all
nested queries composed failed to return reasonable answers even in the top 10
search results. This could have stemmed from our inability to compose nested
queries in a form that made its semantics accessible to GS. WA, although able
to answer more queries than GS, only worked for commonly used country and
demographics properties. WA also failed to find answers for some queries that
had time references, although the queries worked without the time references. For
queries in type 4 that required retrieval, prediction, aggregation, and sometimes,
comparisons, GS and WA could only answer a very small fraction of the queries.

Finally, our evaluation of the confidence scores estimated by RIF also showed
correlation between the confidence score (CoV) and the error between the true
fact and what was inferred.

6 Conclusion

Our Rich Inference approach to QyA enables us to increase the range of queries
that can be answered by a QyA system, especially queries whose answers are not
pre-stored in any form in the available KBs. Using our Rich Inference Framework,
we have shown how our QyA system selects and applies appropriate inference
strategies on data from semantic web sources using available methods, such
as regression, based on temporal features identified in queries. The framework
also estimates its confidence in the answers inferred given the underlying data
and methods used for inference. Finally, the inference trees generated by our
framework gives full access and insights to how answers were inferred. This,
we believe, makes our approach practically useful for users who wish to verify
answers.

In future work, we would extend the algorithm to incorporate the confidence
scores in the selection and prioritization of inference strategies, as well as capture
non-positive-real-valued data, such as booleans and discrete values, in confidence
estimations. We would also consider uncertainty arising from approximations
made by inference methods.
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